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Abstract
Advanced therapies with combined approaches of cell and nanomedicine-based
interventions are emerging. Corneal blindness with a severe form of limbal stem
cell (LSC) deficiency is an example of defect with unmet clinical need. Towards
cell-based therapy, advanced enabling technologies are needed for efficient intra-
cellular delivery of biomolecules both for in vitro disease modeling and for in
vivo interventions. For this nanomedicine creates novel possibilities as light acti-
vatable polymeric nanoparticles (NPs) hold potential for controlled on-demand
cargo delivery with control of light. In this study, we used multi-parametric sur-
face plasmon resonance (MP-SPR) technique in vitro for measuring NP intake
in real-time by therapeutic LSCs. Although a variety of NPs has been described,
many challenges remain, and one is related to cell uptake of the formulations.
Here, three different NP formulations were analyzed, one demonstrating clearly
the highest cellular intake by LSCs. Importantly, data demonstrate that the label-
ing of NPs significantly reduce the cellular intake highlighting the importance of
label-free administration and quantification. The MP-SPR based approach hold
high potential as a powerful non-invasive platform to be implemented in man-
ufacturing of therapeutic cell- and cargo-based interventions. For any therapy
applications, validated non-invasive and label independent NP intake measure-
ment systems would be important.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Advanced clinical therapies with combined approaches
of cell- and nanomedicine-based interventions are emerg-
ing, and ophthalmic applications are in the front row

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original work is properly cited.
© 2022 The Authors. Nano Select published by Wiley-VCH GmbH.

due to the easy access of the eye and cutting-edge imag-
ing and surgical technologies already available. Corneal
blindness is a serious problem worldwide accounting for
∼2 million new cases annually and adding a huge bur-
den to families and health care resources.[1] Often, the
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only treatment is corneal transplantation limited by short-
age of donor tissue. Moreover, significant loss or dysfunc-
tion of limbal stem cells (LSCs) can result in LSC defi-
ciency (LSCD),which is difficult to treat as cadaveric donor
corneas do not contain living LSCs.[2] There are many
causes of LSCD including hereditary aniridia-related ker-
atopathy and acute trauma, for example, chemical burns.
LSCD is characterized by disruption of cornea epithelium
renewal and loss of the limbus barrier, leading to the inva-
sion of conjunctiva, inflammation, loss of corneal clarity,
and in severe cases blindness.[2,3] The only viable long-
term treatment strategywould enable the re-establishment
of LSC reservoir in the limbus via rejuvenation of remain-
ing LSCs (e.g., biomolecule-based interventions for par-
tial LSCD) or regenerative homing of new transplanted
LSCs. Towards that end, advanced enabling technologies
are needed for efficient intracellular delivery of therapeu-
tic biomolecules (i.e., antisense oligonucleotides and siR-
NAs) both for in vitro disease modeling and drug target-
ing approaches, as well as for on-demand in vivo inter-
ventions. For this nanomedicine creates novel possibili-
ties as polymeric nanoparticles (NPs) hold potential for
controlled cargo delivery.[4–6] As an example, technology
could be applied in vitro for modifications of LSCs before
transplantation to patient’s eye and targeted cargo release
could be induced in vivo based on the personalized clinical
need of a patient.
The possibilities enabled by light activatable polymeric

NPs is especially appealing for corneal applications with
targeted on-demand cargo released with control of light.
Compared with other external triggers, light offers clear
advantages, including: (i) precise control of the size of the
area being irradiated by varying the beam of the laser, pro-
viding a higher level of spatial control; and (ii) the possi-
bility of having a system that responds to different wave-
lengths for multiple drug release.[7] The major advantage
of external light stimulus is being a non-invasive method
and light-responsive NPs have been successfully used in
ophthalmic drug delivery systems in vitro and in vivo.[8–11]
Although a variety of NPs has been described, many

challenges remain to be addressed and one is related to
the efficient cellular uptake of the formulations. Impor-
tantly, non-invasive tools to validate the NP intake by the
therapeutic cells are needed. Common intake validation
methods include confocal microscopy, transmission emis-
sion microscope, flow-cytometry and inductively coupled
plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS).[12–15] These meth-
ods are mostly end-point techniques, and they require
fixation of cells, and most of them require additional
labeling of samples with fluorescent labeled molecules.
For any therapy applications, validated non-invasive and
label independent NP intake measurement systems imple-
mented to the good manufacturing practice (GMP) cell
productionwould be important. For that,multi-parametric

surface plasmon resonance (MP-SPR) technique measur-
ing NP intake in real-time and in a label-freemanner could
be an ideal option in future.
The aim of this study was to quantify the intracellu-

lar intake rate of near visible light activatable polymeric
NP to find out which NP formulation would be the most
prominent delivery tool for therapeutic applications using
LSCs. Additionally, real-time label-free intake measure-
ment method was compared to previously used imaging-
based technique, which is possible to carry out only with
labeled NPs and fixed cells. Given the high level of interest
in NP based carriers, it was surprising to realize that there
are, to our knowledge, no reports describing methods for
studying the real-time intake of label-free NP by LSCs and
especially with LSCs differentiated from human pluripo-
tent stem cells (hPSC-LSCs) providing novel and highly
scalable source of LSCs for regenerative applications.[16–18]

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 Light-activated NPs

2.1.1 Light-activated NP production and
characterizations

To evaluate MP-SPR technique in cellular NP intake, we
selected three different NP formulations, C11, P1C5, and
P1C7, that already show high accumulation and impor-
tant cytoplasmic release in different cell types due to their
different physico-chemical properties.[19–21] The charac-
terization of the NPs by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
showed a mean particles size of 123.4 ± 11.3, 348.1 ± 32.4,
and 184.4 ± 10.5 nm for C11, P1C5, and P1C7, respectively.
Furthermore, the zeta potential measurements showed
positive charged NPs, 14.8 ± 3.5, 24.8 ± 3.1, and 24.6 ± 2.4
mV for C11, P1C5, and P1C7, respectively. For the prepa-
ration of the NPs, we used polymers with photocleavable
linkers, which upon light activation allow the release of
their cargo, such as non-coding RNAs. After irradiation
of P1C5 or P1C7 NPs with near visible UV-A light (365
nm) used in this study or alternatively with blue light (405
nm), occurs the generation of nitrosobenzene group due
to cleavage of the photo-cleavable ester bond in the poly-
mers forming the NPs, leading to NPs disassembly. On
the other hand, C11 NPs are disassembled upon changes
in the hydrophobic-hydrophilic balance due to cleavage of
the DMNC light sensitive group incorporated in the NPs.
In order to label the NPs, we covalently attached fluores-
cein isothiocyanate (FITC) to the amine groups of the NPs.
The DLS measurements of the NPs showed similar size
and zeta potential values between the unlabeled and FITC-
labeled NPs and the difference in NPs diameter between
unlabeled and FITC labeled NPs are within standard
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deviation (Table S1 and S2). The disassembly of NPs can
be also rapidly monitored by DLS, even when the NPs are
unlabeled with a dye (Table S1). However, for conventional
cellular intake studies either NPs or cargo must be labeled
to monitor internalization by cells. The stability overtime
of unlabeled and FITC labeled NPs suspended in CnT-30
cell culture medium was confirmed with DLS (Figure S1).

2.1.2 Light toxicity measurements for the
hPSC-LSCs

One of the challenges of light-triggerable NPs is related
to the potential deleterious effects of light stimuli, which
can arise from the direct interaction between light and
the tissues or indirectly via the photoactivation mecha-
nism of nanoformulations. In previous studies by oth-
ers, it has been demonstrated that when ultraviolet light
B (UV-B)-irradiation (0.02 J cm–2) is used for primary
human LSCs it caused significant reduction of LSC pro-
liferation and loss of LSC characteristics, as putative stem
cell marker expression is significantly decreased.[22] Thus,
UV irradiation can damage LSCs, but the possible dam-
age depends both on the wavelength and power density
used. In our study, we use lower time of exposure (10
minutes) and higher wavelength (365 nm) UV-A irradia-
tion which translates into lower power density (1.0 mW
cm–2). To validate biocompatibility of the light activated
NPs with therapeutic and highly sensitive hPSC-LSC in
vitro, the UV light toxicity assay was conducted with 365
nm UV-A light used in this study. Based on the cellular
morphology and growth, 10-minute UV irradiation did not
affect hPSC-LSC viability, and this is supported by the high
cell viability in LIVE/DEAD R© viability assay (Figure S2A,
B). Additionally, UV-irradiated hPSC-LSCs expressed the
same well-acknowledged LSC marker proteins (∆Np63α
detected with double staining of p63/p40 and CK14) as
non-irradiated control hPSC-LSCs (Figure S2C) which fur-
ther support the conclusion that UV irradiation has at
least no visible toxic effects on hPSC-LSC. Importantly, the
safety and any possible side effects of the UV-A light needs
to be determined very carefully in vivo before any consid-
eration for the possible clinical use in future.

2.2 MP-SPR live cell assay
establishment for targeted cell types

2.2.1 MP-SPR method establishment with
HeLa cells

The MP-SPR live cell assay method has been previously
used with HeLa cells.[23] Thus the method establishment

in our study for hPSC-LSCs was first conducted with HeLa
cells as well (Figure S3, S5). Further, Akl and co-workers
have recently reported live cell NP intake with MP-SPR
using HT-29 cells.[24] Both of these previous studies used
different cell types, different NPs and excluded compar-
ative analyses of labeled and unlabeled NPs. Neverthe-
less, these studies provide proof-of-concept that the MP-
SPR technology could be applicable also with more sen-
sitive therapeutic hPSC-LSCs. Based on the first experi-
ments with HeLa cells, the MP-SPR method was slightly
adapted by introducing NP samples through sample loops
for 14 minutes and measuring 30 minutes post-injection.
Data analysis was adjusted subtracting 785 nm signal from
670 nm (peak minimum angle) to reduce background sig-
nal and cell number on sensor slides that may occur even
when having 100% confluent sensor slides.

2.2.2 MP-SPR live cell assay establishment
and au sensor slide coating optimization for
hPSC-LSCs

First, Au sensor slide coating was optimized to promote
hPSC-LSC adhesion in clinically applicable serum-free
condition previously established[25] and to reach relevant
stemness maintaining cell confluency and morphology
characteristics for hPSC-LSC on Au sensor slide. Based on
the optimization phase, 5 µg mL–1 collagen V (CIV) + 0.5
µg mL–1 laminin 521 (L521) coating was chosen for theMP-
SPR experiments as hPSC-LSCswere successfully cultured
and grown over Au sensor slides with this coating method
(Figure 1). In each experiment, the Au sensor slide conflu-
ency was validated before and after MP-SPRmeasurement
and representative images of hPSC-LSCs on sensor slides
are shown in Figure S4.

2.2.3 Validation of MP-SPR measurement
set-up for hPSC-LSC

Next, stable measurement conditions for MP-SPR was
established with hPSC-LSCs. The Figure 2 presents the full
SPR curve of the hPSC-LSCs over the sensor slide com-
pared to the blank Au sensor. With cells on the sensor
slide, the peak minimum angle differs 3◦ to 4◦ from blank
Au sensor slide since the mass is increased over the sen-
sor slide. In addition, the Total Internal Reflection (TIR)
angle becomes rounder which is a typical phenomenon
for thick and heterogenous layers on top of a sensor slide
such as cells. Measurement accuracy is confirmed by hav-
ing peak minimum to remain sharp on the SPR curve as
the signal-to-noise ratio is of better quality with sharp TIR.
Before starting NP injections, the hPSC-LSC stability over
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F IGURE 1 hPSC-LSCs culture optimization over coated SPR Au sensor in comparison to plastic chamber slide. (A) hPSC-LSC
morphology on 4-well Chamber Slide with 5 µg cm–2 CIV + 0.5 µg cm–2 L521 (control). The hPSC-LSC morphology on SPR Au sensor with (B)
5 µg cm–2 CIV + 0.5 µg cm–2 L521 coating, (C) 10 µg cm–2 CIV + 1.0 µg cm–2 L521 coating, and (D) with 4.5 µg cm–2 fibronectin. Different
coatings on Au sensors (n = 2 for each coating) had no visible effect on cell morphology and thus, standard cell culture coating was selected
for further analyses in this study. Scale bar is 500 µm

F IGURE 2 Representative SPR curve comparison between
blank Au sensor slide and hPSC-LSCs grown on sensor slide. Curve
A presents the blank Au sensor SPR curve and curve B the SPR
curve of confluent hPSC-LSC monolayer over Au sensor slide. The
peak minimum angle has shifted 3–4◦ and remained sharp and TIR
has become a bit rounder. Each hPSC-LSC sample (n = 19) was
measured before introduction of NPs

surface is validated bymeasuring that a stable baseline can
be achieved.

2.2.4 hPSC-LSC NP intake results with
MP-SPR

The intake of the three NP formulations C11, P1C7, and
P1C5 by hPSC-LSC was first analyzed with MP-SPR using
both FITC labeled and label-freeNPs (Figure 3). Due to dif-
ferent chemical composition of the NPs, different amounts
of FITC could be covalently attached to the formulation
and may influence cell intake. However, the NP charac-
terization results shows similar attachment of FITC in the

three NPs, 9.6± 0.1, 9.8± 0.1, and 9.5± 0.1 µg per mg of NP
for C11, P1C5, and P1C7, respectively.
The MP-SPR method can be implemented for the con-

fluent cell monolayer grown on the SPR gold sensor sur-
face coated with extracellular matrix proteins, which is
stimulated with the NPs, while simultaneously measuring
the complete SPR angular spectra as a function of time.
The increase of the SPR signal indicates cellular changes
in the basal side of cells caused by the NP uptake in the
apical side of the cell. An increase of NP uptake increases
also cellular reorganization and after the NP injection is
stopped, the remaining responses indicate the level of cel-
lular response that remains after the flow of NPs is ended.
Importantly, MP-SPR measurement method is highly sen-
sitive andmeasurement accuracy depends onmultiple fac-
tors: the cell culture media flow in reference channel or
the NP-culture media suspension in measurement chan-
nel should not contain any air bubbles. In addition, cells on
the sensor slide should remain attached and the flow-rate
should be consistent. Also, the measurement accuracy can
be affected if cells are not forming a confluent monolayer
over the sensor slide. All these parameters weremonitored
during the experimentations.
As a result, the label-free P1C7 signal (mDeg) recorded

with MP-SPR was higher with 50 µg mL–1 (except one
50 µg mL–1 sample without response) (Figure 3E) than
with 20 µg mL–1 sample concentration (Figure 3B) and
the signal was lower when FITC-labeled P1C7 was injected
(Figure 3H), with 8 mDeg difference between maximum
average signal of 50 µg mL–1 label-free and labeled NPs
(Table S4). Similarly, label-free P1C5 intake signal (mDeg)
was higher with 50 µg mL–1 sample concentration (except
one 50 µg mL–1 sample without response) (Figure 3F)
than with 20 µg mL–1 (Figure 3C) and the intake signal
was lower when NPs were FITC-labeled (Figure 3I), with
7 mDeg difference between maximum average signal of
50 µg mL–1 label-free and labeled NPs (Table S4). Of the
note, one of the 20 µg mL–1 P1C5 sample caused a high
peak in the beginning of injection and then decreases to
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1236 KAUPPILA et al.

F IGURE 3 The intake of the three NP formulations C11, P1C7, and P1C5 by hPSC-LSC analyzed with MP-SPR using both label-free and
FITC-labeled NPs. (A) label-free 20 µg mL–1 C11 (n = 3), (B) label-free 20 µg mL–1 P1C7 (n = 3), (C) label-free 20 µg mL–1 P1C5 (n = 3), (D)
label-free 50 µg mL–1 C11 (n = 3), (E) label-free 50 µg mL–1 P1C7 (n = 3), (F) label-free 50 µg mL–1 P1C5 (n = 3), (G) FITC labeled 50 µg mL–1

C11 (n = 1), (H) FITC labeled 50 µg mL–1 P1C7 (n = 1), and (I) FITC labeled 50 µg mL–1 P1C5 (n = 1)

negative signal. This could be caused by aggregated NPs
binding over the sensor surface spot which does not con-
tain cell, or there can be noise signal from the reference
channel caused by air bubble. The decrease of the signal
supports the view that P1C5NPs did not cause cellular reor-
ganization and uptake. Among the three NP formulations
in use, the NP formulation C11 gave the highest NP intake
signal (mDeg) and again, the signal was greater with 50 µg
mL–1 (Figure 3D) than with 20 µg mL–1 sample concen-
tration (Figure 3A) demonstrating a clear concentration
dependent intake rate. With this NP formulation as well,
the signal was significantly lower when FITC-labeled C11
was injected (Figure 3G) and the difference betweenmaxi-
mum average signal of 50 µg mL–1 unlabeled and labeled
NPs was 60 mDeg (Table S4). Thus, all three label-free
NP formulations showed concentration dependency with
MP-SPR sensorgrams and the C11 and P1C7 NPs did not
show saturation in their intake curves. P1C5 on the other
hand, had very flat injection profile, once maximal signal
was reached excluding one 20 µg mL–1 sample where mea-
surement accuracy can be argued. Overall, the smallest NP

particle C11 gave more consistent measurements between
biological replicates (higher variation with P1C7 and P1C5
NPs) whichmay be related to most efficient and consistent
uptake. Interestingly, NP labelling with FITC was clearly
reducing the intake of all three NP formulations. In addi-
tion, NP intake rate correlateswith theNP size: highest sig-
nal was recorded with smallest C11 and lowest with largest
P1C5 NP formulation. The maximum signal of hPSC-LSCs
recorded during the NP injection are shown in Table S4
further demonstrating this trend.

2.2.5 hPSC-LSC NP intake validation with
confocal microscopy

To validate NP intake further by hPSC-LSC, the confocal
imagingwas performedwith FITC-labelledNPs (Figure 4).
As a result, the intake of all threeNP formulationswas con-
firmed but due to the limited intake efficacy of all three
labeled NPs, there was no clear NP formulation or concen-
tration dependent difference between 20 and 50 µg mL–1
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F IGURE 4 The intake of the FITC labeled NP formulations C11, P1C7 and P1C5 by hPSC-LSC analyzed with confocal microscopy. (A–C)
20 µg mL–1 FITC labeled NP intake, (D–F) 50 µg mL–1 FITC labeled NP intake. Circles indicates internalized particles. For each condition two
biological replicates (n = 2) with two technical replicates were included

FITC-C11 (Figure 4A,D), between 20 and 50 µgmL–1 FITC-
P1C7 (Figure 4B,E) or between 20 and 50 µg mL–1 FITC-
P1C5 samples (Figure 4C,F).
Also, based on confocal microscopy images, it was

demanding to determine whether NPs are truly internal-
ized or merely localized on cell membranes. For exam-
ple, with FITC-P1C5 particles, clear clustering of the par-
ticles on the cell surface as well as potential internaliza-
tion was observed (Figure 4C,F). In addition, with confo-
cal microscopy great sample heterogeneity was observed
between samples. As the MP-SPR results indicated the
highest intake of C11 NP, additional confocal imaging was
performed with these NPs. The confocal Z-stack images
confirmed C11 NP intake and clear intracellular location
aswell (Figure 5) althoughFITC-labeling clearly decreased
the cell intake as compared to label-free conditions when
quantified with MP-SPR (Figure 3). As previously demon-
strated and discussed with HeLa cells by Suutari et al. [23]
it is reasonable to assume that the SPR responses do not
originate merely as the result of NPs binding to the apical
cell surface. Instead, the SPR responses indirectly reflect
the cell uptake of NPs which consequently allows to detect
the early endocytosis events providing supportive informa-
tion to currently widely used label-based methods in NP.
The main aim of this study was to find out which NP

formulation would be the most prominent for intake by
hPSC-LSC and the timing of the maximal intake intensity.
Based on the MP-SPR results, the label-free C11 resulted
with highest signal. The P1C7 version of the NP was quite

F IGURE 5 FITC labeled C11 intake by hPSC-LSC. (A)
Confocal z-stack image confirms C11 intake by hPSC-LSC, already
quantified with MP-SPR. FITC-labeled NPs (green), Hoechst (blue),
and Phalloidin (red), scale bar is 20 µm. (B) C11 NPs localize near
the cell nucleus of hPSC-LSC, scale bar is 10 µm. For the further
confocal imaging two biological replicates (n = 2) with three
technical replicates were included

close with the signal level and the P1C5 NP had the low-
est response. All NP formulations had the same relatively
fast highest intake time point being around 20 minutes. It
is known that the physicochemical properties of the NP
can also greatly impact cellular intake and consequently in
drug delivery efficacy.[19] Our results show that the small-
est NP, C11, had the highest intake by hPSC-LSC, suggest-
ing that the size of the NP is the most important feature
regarding cellular intake by these therapeutic cells. Previ-
ous studies have also confirmed with other cell types that
in general smaller NPs are easier to intake by cells than
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larger NPs.[26,27] For the delivery of cargo, larger particle
size of P1C5 would enable largest cargo yield (P1C5 sur-
face area is 950 % larger than surface area of C11) but the
final delivery yield is the fine balance of sufficient intake
and the concentration of the cargo. Based on the MP-SPR
data, the P1C7 signal responses are quite close to C11, if
additional cargo delivery would be needed. However, it
is also known that positively charged NPs are attracted
to negatively charged cell membranes and are thus more
prominent to cellular intake than non-charged or nega-
tively charged NPs, since positive charge has the ability
to disrupt the cellular bilayer.[26–28] Nevertheless, despite
C11 has the highest internalization, it has the lowest zeta
potential when compared to P1C5 and P1C7 in aqueous
suspension. Moreover, the different chemical composition
of the three formulations could lead to different protein
corona formation as well as NP stability affecting thus cel-
lular intake. Therefore, it was important to analyze the zeta
potential of the NP formulations in cell culture medium
used during intake studies (Figure S1 and Table S2). The
difference in zeta potential values being slightly negative
in the cell culture medium can be explained by the adsorp-
tion of proteins and other constituents of the cell culture
medium on NPs surface.[29,30]
Strikingly, a clear difference between label-free and

FITC-labeled light activatable polymeric NP was obtained
in the intake signal by hPSC-LSCs. This is important result
and highlights the need for label-free methods, like MP-
SPR, for NP studies to obtain accurate intake results. The
labeling affects the physico-chemical properties of NP.
FITC dye is covalently conjugated to the primary amines
of the NP, and therefore has impact in size, zeta potential,
and hydrophobicity of the formulations. The FITC-labeled
NP intake was further studied with confocal microscopy
with both hPSC-LSCs and HeLa cells. Although, the con-
focal microscopy results did not fully correlate with MP-
SPR results as with confocal microscopy the intake effi-
ciency was low and concentration dependency or clear dif-
ference between the particle formulations could not be
determined. However, lower intake of labeled NPs was
uniformly observed from MP-SPR measurements for all
three NP formulations and this phenomenon was proba-
bly seen also in confocal images. Much of the knowledge
about internalization routes and NP properties has been
determined by using fluorescent labeling of cells or NPs
of interest. The drawback of using labeling agents is that
the chemical modification introduced by the fluorescent
probe can affect normal cell behavior or change the sur-
face characteristics of the NPs. Thus, it would be beneficial
to use of label-free methodologies capable of tracking NP
cell intake in real-time to rule out possible interferences
by labeling agents. Finally, the label-free MP-SPR based
method enables increased reproducibility as well as con-

centration and time dependent intake analyses, providing
tools to optimize the intake efficacy with lower NP concen-
trations and optimal administration timing for more sensi-
tive cells including hPSC-LSCs.

3 CONCLUSION

In this study, light activatable polymeric NP intake by liv-
ing hPSC-LSCswas studied in real-time and label-freewith
MP-SPR technique. In addition, label-free and labeled NP
intake was compared. The experimental set-up validation
and sensor slide coating optimization was conducted first,
followed by NP intake measurements of hPSC-LSCs with
MP-SPR. Besides MP-SPR, confocal microscopy was uti-
lized to validate FITC-labeled NP intake. The uniqueness
of this study is to be the first MP-SPR intake study with
hPSC-LSCs and light activatable polymericNPs.MP-SPR is
a novel tool to measure live cell NP intake in real-time and
label-free. There are a few above mentioned publications
reporting live cell NP intake withMP-SPR. However, these
publications differ in their experimental setup, used cell
types and NP formulations. Therefore, a straightforward
comparison with previous studies cannot be conducted.
As a result, three different NP were studied with differ-

ent concentrations and the NP C11, showed highest cellu-
lar intake. The C11 light activatable NP hold potential to be
utilized in developing and studying NP-mediated modifi-
cationmethod for hPSC-LSC-based therapies. Importantly,
study demonstrated that the labeling of any of these three
NPs has negative effect on cellular intake. These results
highlight the need for the label-free methods to study cel-
lular intake of NPs. For any therapy applications, validated
non-invasive and label independent NP intake measure-
ment systems implemented to the cell production would
be important. The MP-SPR based approach presented in
this study is foreseen to hold high potential in becoming
a powerful platform for mechanistic studies of cell intake
and cell interactions of various types of NPs. This is espe-
cially important with therapeutically relevant and highly
sensitive hPSC-LSCs. The importance of tools cannot be
over-expressed in the emerging field of nanomedicine for
developing safe and efficient NPs for regenerative applica-
tions.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.1 Human PSC-LSC differentiation

All cell studies were conducted under the ethical approval
of the Ethics Committee of Pirkanmaa Hospital District
(Skottman/R05116) and no new cell lines were derived
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from this study. The hPSC-LSCs were differentiated from
the human embryonic stem cell lines Regea08/17 and
maintained under serum- and feeder cell-free conditions
as described previously.[25] For the experiments, cry-
opreserved hPSC-LSC in PSC cryopreservation medium
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) were thawed at 37◦C and
directly plated on 4-well chamber slide (Nunc Lab-Tek II
Chamber Slide System 4-well) or Nunc™ Thermanox™
plastic coverslips (Thermo Fischer), coated with 5 µg
cm–2 CIV (Sigma-Aldrich) + 0.5 µg cm–2 L521 (Biolam-
ina, Sundbyberg, Sweden). The cultures were maintained
in defined CnT-30 corneal differentiation medium (CELL-
nTEC, Advanced Cell Systems) containing 0.5% antibi-
otics (P/S) at 37◦C and 5% CO2. Cell morphology and
attachment were visually evaluated with a phase-contrast
microscopy Zeiss Axio Vert A1 (Carl Zeiss). Intake studies
with NPs were conducted when cells reached ∼80% con-
fluency and all main analyzes were conducted with two to
three biological replicates in addition to method specific
technical replicates.

4.2 NP synthesis and characterization

The synthesis of the polymers C11, P1C5, and P1C7 and
NP formation were prepared as mentioned in our ear-
lier publications.[20,21] NP size was determined by DLS
in a ZetaPALS analyser (Brookhaven Instruments Corp.,
Holtsville, NY). Zeta-potential was measured by using
Zetasizer Nano Range (Malvern). Samples were defrosted
from –80◦C and labeled just before measurement. Sam-
ple concentration was 20 µg mL–1. Zeta potential was
measured after storing NPs 6 months in –80◦C. Physico-
chemical properties of the NPs are described in Table S1
and Figure S1 and characterization of the zeta potential
were also conducted in CnT-30 culturemedia used for cells
during intake studies (Table S2). All NP samples can be
stimulated with 365 nm ultraviolet light (UV-A) to release
possible cargo. NPs were stored in –80◦C and diluted in
dH2O. NPs were defrosted only prior to use.

4.3 NP labeling

C11, P1C7, and P1C5 NPs were labeled for MP-SPR mea-
surements and confocal microscopy. First NP stock was
taken from –80◦C on ice. Once defrosted, 1 mg mL–1 NP
stock was diluted to 0.1 mgmL–1 in 1x Borate Buffer pH 9.0
(Pierce™, Sigma-Aldrich), total sample volumebeing 1mL.
NP – Borate Buffer was vortexed (VWR Lab dancer) 2 sec-
onds and sonicated 5 seconds (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5424
R). Then 1 µL of 1 mg mL–1 FITC (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted
in dimethyl formamide (DMF) was added and mixed thor-

oughly. FITC binds to free amine groups on theNP surface.
NP-FITC solution was incubated 2 hours at RT protected
from light. Excess FITCwas removed by centrifuging three
times at 8000 × g for 8 minutes at +4◦C. Both super-
natant and resuspended NPs pellet were used to deter-
mine unbonded FITC and FITC covalently attached to NPs
respectively, which was calculated by a calibration curve
from known concentration of free FITC (0.01 to 1 µg mL–1)
prepared by diluting a stock solution of FITC in DMFwith
borate buffer, pH = 8.5 (linear regression equation y =
26557x (R2 = 0.9937)).

4.4 Quantification of NP intake

4.4.1 NP feeding

For NP intake studies, FITC-labelled and unlabeled NPs
were diluted in sterile milliQ-H20 in 1 mg mL–1. NP sus-
pensionwas then vortexed and sonicatedwith Bioruptor R©
sonicator (Diagenode Diagnostics) for 10 minutes. Before
feeding to the cells, NPs were diluted into concentration
20 or 50 µg mL–1 in Cnt-30 cell culture medium and cells
were incubatedwithNP suspension for 1 hour at+37◦C the
dark.

4.4.2 hPSC-LSC immobilization on sensor
slides

The hPSC-LSCs were plated with seeding density 40,000–
50,000 cells cm–2. After 24 hours incubation, hPSC-
LSCs sensor slide was rinsed with warm PBS to remove
unattached cells. Additionally, sensor slides were trans-
ferred to new wells to make sure there are no unattached
cells growing on the glass side of the sensor. The hPSC-
LSCs sensor slides, with different coatings, were imaged
with light microscope after 72 hours incubation to validate
which coating is the most optimal for hPSC-LSCs MP-SPR
measurements.

4.4.3 MP SPR measurements and data
processing

MP-SPR measurements were carried out with MP-SPR
NaviTM 200 OTSO (BioNavis, Tampere, Finland) instru-
ment with two laser wavelengths (670 and 785 nm) mea-
suring from each channel. The MP-SPR instrument was
connected to an external peristaltic pump (IsmatecREGLO
Digital MS-4/12) to ensure constant flow. Before eachmea-
surement, the fluidics were cleaned with 70% ethanol
(Sigma-Aldrich), followed by a 10min flow of 200 µLmin–1
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dH2O. After cleaning, MP-SPR instrument fluidics was
filled with Cnt-30 with 10mMHEPES (Sigma-Aldrich) pH
7.4 with a flow rate of 200 µL min–1 for 10 minutes and
temperature was set to+37◦C. After that, cell sensor slides
were inserted to the instrument and flow rate was set to 31
µL min–1 and cells were allowed to stabilize at least for 30
minutes.
C11, P1C7, and P1C5 NP were introduced for 14 minutes

at 31 µL min–1 flow over the cell sensor slides in paral-
lel to measurement channels. The post-wait time was 30
minutes after injection. Label-free 20 and 50 µg mL–1 C11,
P1C7, and P1C5 (n = 3) intake by hPSC-LSCs was mea-
sured. FITC-labeled 50 µg mL–1 C11, P1C5, and P1C7 (for
each concentration n = 1) intake by hPSC-LSCs was mea-
sured. Each cell sensor slide channel was used only once
for NP sample injection. After measurement, sensor slides
were stained with Trypan Blue (Gibco™) and imaged with
Axio Vert A1 light microscopy to study cell viability.
MP-SPR measurement data was analyzed with BioN-

avis MP-SPR Navi™ Data Viewer (version 6.2.0) and sen-
sogram graphs were created with TraceDrawer™ (version
1.8). Pre-injection time was set to 10 minutes, injection
time was 14 minutes, and post-wait time was 30 minutes.
Background signal was subtracted from the actual cellular
response of up taking NPs. Additionally, the signal mag-
nitude based on the exact number of live cells over the
sensor slide was adjusted. These data analysis adjustments
were done by subtracting 785 nm laser peak minimum sig-
nal from the 670 nm laser peak minimum signal from the
same measurement channel. Though cells are cultured to
100% confluency over the sensor slide, the exact number
of cells might not be the same between different sensor
slides. This wavelength signal subtraction gives the abso-
lute peak minimum change and represents the differential
change of SPR. Therefore, the results of different measure-
ments with the same experimental set-up can be compared
to each other without knowing the exact cell number over
sensor slide.

4.5 In vitro cell analysis

After NP feeding, cells were fixed with 4% paraformalde-
hyde (PFA, Electron Microscopy Sciences, USA) for 20
minutes in RT, followed by 3x wash with DPBS. Cells were
permeabilizedwith 0.1%Triton™X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in
DPBS for 15 minutes, followed by 3x wash with DPBS. To
visualize filamentous actin cytoskeleton, cells were incu-
bated with 1:800 phalloidin (Life Technologies Corpora-
tion) in 3% bovine serum albumin-PBS solution (3% BSA-
PBS) for 30 minutes at RT. Excess phalloidin was removed
by washing three times with DPBS for 5 minutes. To visu-
alize cell nuclei, Hoechst trihydrochloride (Life Technolo-

gies Corporation) was added in final DPBS wash with
1:1000 v/v. Samples were mounted with ProLong R© Gold
antifade (Life Technologies Corporation).

4.6 Confocal microscopy

Z-stack images from FITC-labeled C11, P1C7, and P1C5
intake by HeLa cells and hPSC-LSC were taken with Zeiss
LSM 800 laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss, Jena,
Germany) with a 63X/1.4 oil immersion objective. Nuclei
were imagedwith 465 nm laser (emission detected in blue),
actin cytoskeleton with 568 nm (emission detected in red)
and FITC labeled NPs with 488 nm (emission detected
in green). Image processing was performed with Corel
PHOTO-PAINT™ software (Corel corporation).
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